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“Splotch,” the name of a group show on view now at Sperone Westwater, is something of a misnomer.

The onomatopoeic word invokes action painting and Ab-Ex gestures. It implies contingency and a lack of

control — like paint that, freed from the bristles of a brush, falls as it will, subject to the rules of chance

rather than the artist’s direction. However, the 22 artists in “Splotch” are not playing with chaos. Their

free-form abstractions are measured and meticulous. If there is an element of serendipity, the artist has

carefully engineered it.
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The exhibition takes its title from a work by Sol LeWitt. “Splotch #3,” which is included in the show, is
part of a series LeWitt completed toward the end of his life, a 12-foot-long fiberglass sculpture composed
of colorful stalagmite-like shapes that resemble crayons left out in the summer sun. Its creation was
anything but random. Simple sketches by the late, great artist were turned into computer renderings
that were then fabricated using hundreds or even thousands of two-inch pieces of foam and covered in
dozens of layers of paint and varnish.

Hung semi-erratically throughout the gallery’s two
levels, the installation echoes the ostensibly randomness
of the show’s theme. “Baby Planet,” a nine-foot-long
stretch of poured, pigmented latex by Lynda Benglis
from 1969, lies on the floor looking like an abstract
painting run over by a car. “Yellow Spot #3 ‘Sunny’ ” and
“Annie’s Red,” two glazed-ceramic blobs from 2012 by
Mary Heilmann, hang in a far corner as if thrown up
casually against the wall. In the corner of the back
gallery, Andreas Kocks’s intricate graphite-on-paper
“Untitled, Paperwork #1150G” resembles the aftermath

of an ink pen explosion.

On the second floor, Terry Winters’s painting “Standardgraph/3” channels rigid mathematical schemas
into a gridded form, only to distort its inherent logic with curvaceous lines throughout. The spatial
tension expressed here between geometric and amorphous shapes runs throughout the show, from
Heilman’s 2014 painted interpretation of a song’s sound waves (a shape similar to LeWitt’s “Splotch”),
“Pro Tools Remix,” to Riad Miah’s dissolving blue-brick painting “Gestures, Geometry, and Other Signs
of Life,” to Trudy Benson’s dynamic acrylic and oil on canvas “Blue Cel,” 2016.

Next to the Winters piece is David Reed’s “Working Drawing for Painting 610,” a scrupulous 12-page
painting study that embodies the engineered randomness that unites the show. Elsewhere on this level is
the beautiful Otto Piene work “Don’t know,” 1974, for which the artist created a gouache by setting a
board, and the black paint on top of it, on fire. And in the corner is Taney Roniger’s quietly moving
“Inscapes (Glyph #2, White),” featuring a mat board punctured with holes covered in graphite powder.
Through its name, and its resemblance to the plotting of a neural network, Roniger’s work (part of a
larger series) invokes the art-historical “Inscapes” trope: a visual manifestation of the artist’s psyche
most commonly associated with the Surrealists. This allusion combined with the gesture of the
puncturing of the substrate creates a surprisingly poignant effect.



As an exhibition, “Splotch” isn’t as rigorous as the individual works in it. It’s a textbook example of the
loose summer group show model: colorful, catchy, and, ultimately, an excuse for putting a handful of
otherwise disparate artists in the same room together. And, really, there’s nothing wrong with that.

“Splotch” runs from July 7 through August 5, 2016, at Sperone Westwater.
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